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	Safe place  Envision a place where you feel most comfortable and write this down: At home with my husband and my dog, laying on the couch with a good book. The sun is shining through the bay windows, and there's not a cloud in the sky. Something good is baking in the kitchen. 
	Presenting imagememory  Briefly describe the image or memory that is weighing on you: The car coming towards me at a high speed, and the dashboard curling in around me in the collision. I keep thinking of the glass shattering, the sound of the crunch, and pain bursting across my body. 
	Target image  What image best represents the worst part of the memory or the entire part of the memory: The headlights of the car directly across as it is mere seconds away from crashing into me
	Negative cognitions  When you think of this memory what negative thoughts do you have about yourself: I think that I should have done something, maybe swerve out of the way faster. I think that I cannot trust my judgment, and I can't protect myself in any situation. Life is relentless, and I'll never be in control which terrifies me. 
	Positive cognitions  When you think of this memory what positive thoughts do you have about yourself If you have none what positive thoughts would you like to have: I can handle this, I know I can. Sometimes when I'm with friends and family I feel positive about life again, and that I have people that I can rely on. I deserve to be happy. 
	Sensation  When you think of your memory what do you feel within your body: I can feel the hair standing up on the back of my neck, and a drop in the pit of my stomach. When I think of the incident sometimes I feel the phantom pain from my scars. 
	Validity of Positive cognition  Imagine the memory how true does your positive cognition feel to you right now Rate from 1 completely false to 7 completely true If your score is 1 reevaluate your positive cognition: 5
	Emotion  When you think of your presenting memory how do you feel right now Rate your level of disturbance on a scale of 1 no disturbanceneutral to 10 highest disturbance: 7
	Imagine your target image that represents the worst of your memory and repeat your negative and positive cognitions out loud Take note of how your body is feeling Continue to do this throughout the following exercise: Body is feeling nervous, my chest feels quite heavy when I breathe. I instinctively want to breathe faster, and I can feel my breth shortening. 
	Reflect on what you noticed during this exercise: I found that my breath was quite uneven, and came in rapid and short increments. I had to take a break once, but managed it okay. I didn't need to envision my safe space this time. My chest felt a bit heavy, with some perspiration.
	Reflect again on what you noticed during this exercise: This went a bit better as I managed to control my breathing more. Currently thinking of the memory feels relatively okay. 
	When you think of your presenting memory how do you feel right now Rate your level of disturbance on a scale of 1 no disturbanceneutral to 10 highest disturbance: It's sitting at a 0 for the time being, as I've spent time with the memory and feel a bit neutral or numb to it. 
	As you remember your memory how true do your positive cognitions feel now from 1 completely false to 7 completely true: 3
	How do you feel mentally and physically Describe the sensations: 
I feel okay mentally - I think I'm struggling a bit to fully believe my positive cognitions. My mind keeps thinking on what I could have done at the time, and I fear for my friends and family. There's still anxiety surrounding the situation, and so it takes me quite a bit of work to believe the positive cognitions fully. 

Bodily sensations are good. My chest feels lighter, and my head feels clear. 
	Complete the Butterfly Hug Method to return to a resting state Follow these steps 1 Sit up tall with your back straight 2 Close your eyes and breathe deeply Feel this from your diaphragm 3 Breathe through any negative or distressing emotions 4 Cross your hands and place them on your chest so each middle finger rests below the opposite collarbone Fan your fingers rest them on your chest and point your thumbs toward your chin 5 Interlock your thumbs 6 Alternate slow tapping your hands on your chest left right left right etc for at least 8 rounds while breathing deeply 7 Stop and check your level of distress continuing if you are starting to feel less distressed or more relaxed Once finished write down any concerns you would like to bring up with your psychologist or mental health professional equivalent: 
I think working on positive cognitions, and for me to totally embody them. I know this will come through time, but I'd like to focus on this. 

I also want to work on reducing disturbance surrounding my memory outside of the exercise. I know this will come with time, but I feel okay after the exercises, but this feeling dwindles when I’m not actively practicing at times. 
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